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Message to

Our Commercial
Banking Professionals
Throughout our careers, we have found that the most successful
individuals – whether they are CEOs, sales professionals,
athletes or artists – have a common thread that leads to their
success, and that is a disciplined approach and process that they
work every day.
It’s a consistent plan that becomes almost a rhythm by which
they conduct business, week in and week out.
As our organization continues to grow, either through
acquisitions or the hiring of new talent, it is important that
we establish a consistent and disciplined plan on how we will
deliver commercial banking services to the markets we serve.
We are excited to introduce you to the Talmer Commercial
Banking Insights Program. This program is a common platform
of proven industry best practices that, when embraced and
worked, will provide our team with all the tools we will need to
be successful. The Insights Program will consist of:
 An established weekly and monthly sales and credit process
 Simple, disciplined behaviors
 A consistent operating model
 Skill development and training
 Coaching techniques and strategies
 A performance management system
A great quote that we believe sums up why it is so important
that we embrace our new program: “A goal without a plan
is just a wish.”
While we believe we have highly talented commercial
professionals, we also believe that there is always room for
improvement.

Thomas C. Shafer
Vice Chairman

Hugh H. McLean
Chief Lending Officer

About Talmer Bank and Trust
Talmer Bank and Trust is one of the best-capitalized
banking institutions in the Midwest. With our
resources and strong management team, we are
dedicated to community, integrity and service in
the markets we serve.
To us, being a community bank isn’t just our business
–it’s our mission. We understand the important role a
local community bank plays in the growth and vitality
of the area it serves.

The Story of Our Name
Talmer. It’s a different kind of name for a
bank, isn’t it? Well, we’re a very different
kind of bank. Our name combines the
last name of the grandfather of David
T. Provost, chairman and CEO of Talmer
Bank and Trust (Talmage) with the
last name of the grandfather of Gary
Torgow, chairman of Talmer Bancorp,
Inc. (Merzon).
Their grandfathers were two remarkable
humanitarians who never met, but
shared a common purpose – to help
others and to enrich the lives of their
communities.
How do the lives of men who lived
decades ago affect Talmer customers
today? We’ve continued their
commitment to serve – to support local
community service efforts and to take
care of our customers promptly, with an
unmatched level of personal service.
Yes, there are other banks that promise
such things. But we have something
more at stake that inspires us to actually
deliver – our family heritage.

We are committed to developing enduring and highly
personalized client relationships based on confidence
and trust. We will establish ourselves as a premier
relationship banking company, as measured in terms
of our reputation for extraordinary client service,
our ability to attract and retain the industry’s best
professionals, and our overall financial performance.
The Talmer Bank and Trust management team is
financially and personally invested in the communities
where we live and work.
Like other banking institutions, we offer a full array
of products and services. However, we believe the
exceptional level of personal attention and service
provided by our relationship bankers is unmatched by
any other bank.
It’s critical that our banking professionals understand
our clients’ business, business goals, and banking
needs through the establishment of a relationship
based upon information and understanding. As a result,
we provide customized banking solutions ideally suited
to the evolving financial needs of our customers. Our
bankers develop a level of trust that allows us to be
successful in handling our customers’ banking needs.
We have taken responsibility to build upon the
legacy established by our principals’ grandfathers
with the belief that we will make a meaningful,
positive difference in the lives of our customers and
in our communities.
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About Talmer Bank and Trust

Our Core Values
 We value long-term relationships
with our customers and are
committed to consistently creating
positive customer experiences.
 We value our shareholders’
investment and will endeavor to
deliver appropriate returns.
 We value the differentiating results
that can be achieved by high
performance and teamwork.
 We value accountability and vow
to perform in a manner at all times
that makes us responsible to our
employees, customers, investors,
regulators, and communities.
 We value the courage to do what is
right no matter how difficult.
 We value the journey in front of us
and will enjoy it to the fullest.
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About Talmer Bank and Trust
Commercial Banking Mission
We will create and maintain meaningful client relationships
through a disciplined and thoughtful sales, marketing and credit
approach, resulting in value for both the client and the bank.

Commercial Banking Guarantee
Our promise to our clients:
 You will have an empowered banker dedicated to understanding
your business, your goals and your banking needs.
 We will deliver agreed-upon banking solutions on time,
every time.
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How We Will Compete
In order to fulfill our mission of creating and
maintaining meaningful client relationships and
meeting our stated annual goals we must focus on
the following:
 Retaining current client relationships within our
organization

Executional
Excellence
Executional Excellence
is a consistent,
dependable and
predictable level
of service that our
commercial banking
clients will be able to
rely on.

 Expanding current client relationships
 Attracting new client relationships to our
organization
At Talmer Bank and Trust, our commercial banking
team is committed to differentiating themselves from
the competition by developing enduring and highly
personalized client relationships based on confidence
and trust.
This confidence and trust is not a given, and can
only be earned by delivering executional excellence
based on the principles established in the Talmer
Commercial Banking Insights Program.

Our Promise to Our Clients
 You will have an empowered banker dedicated
to understanding your business, your goals
and your banking needs.
 We will deliver agreed-upon banking solutions
on time, every time.
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How We Will Compete

TARGET MARKET

In order to be effective, it is important that our
organization clearly defines and understands those
businesses that would benefit from a relationship
with Talmer Bank and Trust.
Business customers in the Talmer footprint will be
served by two lines of business: the Business Banking
Group (businesses with credit needs of $500,000
or less) who are a part of the retail team; and the
Commercial Banking Group (businesses with credit
needs over $500,000).
Overall, our target market consists of companies
who are looking for a partner to build a long-term
relationship with, not just to conduct a transaction. In
addition, other characteristics of Talmer Commercial
Banking clients are detailed below.

Talmer Commercial
Banking Client Profile

 Privately held, owner-managed companies
that do business within our geographic
footprint (our specialty lending groups may
go beyond our footprint)
 Areas of concentration include manufacturing,
distribution and service
 Sales between $10 million and $100 million
 Credit relationships between $500,000
and $10 million
 Employee size of approximately 1-100
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Commercial
Banking

Client Credit
Profiles

Owner-Occupied Real Estate
Real estate lending is principally supported by stable and predictable cash flow. To constitute
owner-occupied status, the client (or the affiliated operating entity) must occupy in excess of
51% of the real estate serving as our collateral. The client should be headquartered in our target
market. The bank should be the primary provider of credit and non-credit services to the related
operating entity.
The following deal characteristics are typical for a Talmer term loan or revolving credit facility.

Collateral Base
 Collateral shall be secured by first mortgage and assignment of rents.
 Single-purpose collateral should be discouraged or highly discounted.
 Advance rates are up to 80% of appraised value.
 The appraisal is current (less than 6 months old), completed by a Talmer- approved appraiser;
the appraisal shall be reviewed as required by policy.
 A formal lease agreement shall be prepared between client and operating entity.
 Repayment amortization should be equal to or less than 20 years.
 Maturity of the facility is generally five years.

Loan–Corporate Structure (Covenants for Operating Entity)
 Minimum historical (2 to 3 years) Fixed Charge coverage of 1.10x.
 Minimum historical (2 to 3 years) Debt Service coverage, after distributions of 1.25X.
 Maximum Total Funded Debt to EBITDA of 3.50X.
 Maximum Total Liabilities to Tangible Net Worth of 3.50X.
 Minimum Current Ratio of 1.25X.
 Client is in compliance with all loan covenants, and there is a reasonable expectation that
compliance will continue over the term of the transaction.
 Significant owners of client will serve as personal guarantors.
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Commercial Banking Client Credit Profiles
Owner-Occupied Real Estate

Deal Characteristics
 Client is headquartered in one of Talmer’s target markets.
 Client’s business is established, with minimum 3 years in business.
 Client has CPA-prepared
financial statements and
covenants monitored
quarterly by appropriate
compliance certificates,
where applicable.
 Financing supports the real
estate operating needs of
the client.
 Environmental reviews must
be performed by Talmerapproved third parties with
acceptable results.
 Client’s systems are
adequate to run its business
and to provide accurate and timely reporting.
 Talmer is client’s main bank for deposits and disbursements.
 Maximum commitment hold-level is $10 million. If commitment is greater than $10MM, a
participant must be considered.
 Minimum ROE is 15%.
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Commercial Banking Client Credit Profiles
Distribution

Lending relationships with distributors are supported by profitable operating results and
margined collateral, with emphasis on accounts receivable and inventory. Talmer’s clients
should be headquartered in our target markets, and Talmer should be the primary bank for
credit and non-credit services.
The following deal characteristics are typical for a Talmer term loan or revolving credit facility.

Collateral Base
 Collateral consists of a primary lien on all the assets of the client.
 Lines of credit are available for working capital purposes with usage limited to 80% of eligible
accounts receivable and 65% of finished goods inventory, subject to an inventory cap.
 Term loan advance rates are up to 90% of new equipment cost and up to 80% of a current
Orderly Liquidation Value Appraisal of used equipment, performed by an appraiser satisfactory
to Talmer. Term loan commitment amounts should be modest in comparison to line of credit
commitments.
 Repayment amortization reflects the depreciable useful economic life of the collateral.
 Lines of credit offered are annually renewable; term loans are for commitments of
5 years or less.

Loan–Corporate Structure
 History of stable and predictable revenue and earnings trends. Company has demonstrated the
ability to withstand recessionary periods.
 Minimum historical (2 to 3 years) Fixed Charge coverage of 1.05X.
 Minimum historical (2 to 3 years) Debt Service coverage (after distributions) of 1.25X.
 Maximum Total Funded Debt to EBITDA of 4:50X.
 Maximum Total Liabilities to Tangible Net Worth of 4.00X.
 Minimum Current Ratio of 1.25X.
 Revolving commitment in excess of $1.0MM shall be governed by an advance formula and
monitored with a monthly borrowing base certificate. As a condition of closing, a pre-funding
field audit is required.
 Client is in compliance with all loan covenants, and there is a reasonable expectation that
compliance will continue over the term of the transaction.
 Significant owners of the client will serve as personal guarantors.
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Commercial Banking Client Credit Profiles
Distribution

Deal Characteristics

 Client is headquartered in one of Talmer’s target markets.
 Client’s business is established, with a minimum of 3 years in
existence.
 Client has CPA-prepared financial statements; covenants
are monitored quarterly by appropriate compliance certificates
where applicable.
 Financing needs
mainly focus on
working capital
requirements
especially from
profitable sales
growth.
 Client’s systems
are adequate to
run its business
and to provide
accurate and timely
reporting.
 Talmer is client’s
main bank for
deposits and
disbursements.
 Maximum commitment hold-level is $10 million. If commitment is
greater than $10 million, a participant must be considered.
 Minimum ROE
is 15%.
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Commercial Banking Client Credit Profiles
Manufacturing
Lending relationships with manufacturing companies are supported by stable cash flow and
margined collateral. Term loans and lines of credit will finance the client’s working capital and fixed
asset purchase needs. Clients will operate in our target markets, and Talmer should be the primary
bank for credit and non-credit services.
The following deal characteristics are typical for a Talmer term loan or revolving credit facility.

Collateral Base
 Collateral consists of a primary lien on all the assets of the client.
 Term loan advance rates are up to 90% of new equipment cost and up to 80% of a current
Orderly Liquidation Value Appraisal of used equipment, performed by an appraiser satisfactory
to Talmer.
 Repayment amortization reflect the depreciable useful economic life of the collateral.
 Lines of credit are available for working capital purposes with usage limited to 80% of
eligible accounts receivable and 40% of raw material or finished goods inventory, subject to an
inventory cap.
 Lines of credit offered are annually renewable; term loans are for commitments of 5 years or
less.

Loan–Corporate Structure
 History of stable and predictable revenue and earnings trends. Company has demonstrated the
ability to withstand recessionary periods.
 Minimum historical (2 to 3 years) Fixed Charge coverage of 1.10X.
 Minimum historical (2 to 3 years) Debt Service coverage pre-distribution in the range of 1.30+X,
and post-distribution of 1.10X.
 Maximum Total Funded Debt to EBITDA of 3.50X.
 Maximum Total Liabilities to Tangible Net Worth of 3.00X.
 Minimum Current Ratio of 1.50X.
 Revolving commitment in excess of $1.0MM shall be monitored with a monthly borrowing base
certificate. As a condition of closing, a pre-funding field audit is required.
 Client is in compliance with all loan covenants, and there is a reasonable expectation that
compliance will continue over the term of the transaction.
 Significant owners of the client will serve as personal guarantors.
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Commercial Banking Client Credit Profiles
Manufacturing
Deal Characteristics

 Client is headquartered in one of Talmer’s target markets.
 Client’s business is established, with a minimum of 3 years in existence.
 Client has CPA-prepared financial statements; covenants are monitored
quarterly by appropriate compliance certificates where applicable.
 Need for
financing is
understood
and rational.
Financing needs
may be for
acquisitions,
loan refinancings
and growth
strategies.
 Client’s systems
are adequate to
run its business
and to provide
accurate and
timely reporting.
 Talmer is client’s
main bank for
deposits and disbursements.
 Maximum commitment hold-level is $10 million. If commitment is greater
than $10 million, a participant must be considered.
 Minimum ROE is 15%.
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Commercial
Banking
Commercial
Banking Group
Manager

Operating
Model

Will be responsible for the day-to-day management of their regional
team, which will be made up of four to seven Commercial Relationship
Managers. Key responsibilities include:
 Building team reputation and brand with local market presence,
knowledge and influence.
 Generating relationship opportunities by utilizing market influence.
 Championing and supporting the overall commercial banking culture
including credit and revenue components.
 Selecting, assessing and developing commercial banking talent for
their region.
 Acting as liaison with internal partners to create efficient processes
and eliminate road blocks for their team.
 Coaching commercial banking team members by:
— Motivating employees by clarifying goals, responsibilities,
priorities and expectations
 Providing clear focus and energy to create positive team attitude
and behaviors:
— Consistently inspecting team members’ performance
— Recognizing and rewarding quality performance
— Identifying performance gaps and developing plans which are
designed to improve skills and overall results

Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Will be responsible for meeting or exceeding their stated annual goals
by creating and maintaining meaningful client relationships. These goals
will include both growth and behavior goals, including:
 Teamwork
 Retention of current clients
 Overall portfolio growth
 New clients
 Loans
 Deposits
 Fee-based services
 Referrals
 Actively manage and understand credit risk within portfolio
Commercial Relationship Managers will embrace the Talmer Bank
Commercial Banking culture and consistently deliver executional
excellence based on the principles established in the Insights Program.
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Commercial Banking Operating Model
Regional
Credit
Executive

The Regional Credit Executive is a key member of the
Commercial Banking team and is responsible for working
together with the Group Manager in order to manage the
portfolio’s overall credit quality.
Key responsibilities of the Regional Credit Executive include:
 Providing guidance to Commercial Relationship Managers on
credit-related issues and policies.
– Review portfolio periodically with teams.
 Partnering with Group Managers in decisioning of regional
credit requests.
– Drive the process and coordinate timely credit discussions.
– Maintain appropriate access to resources and timing
relative to transaction size and complexity.
– Advocate for the lender and the client within terms and
structure agreed upon through credit process.
 Managing credit analysts, which includes:
– Coaching on the quantity and quality of credit write-ups.
– Effective deployment in order to meet Commercial
Relationship Manager’s credit needs.
– Initiate and adhere to deadlines with the credit process
and flow.
– Quality and quantity of credit write-ups.
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Commercial
Banking

Client Relationship
Management Process

Overview
Retaining and expanding current client relationships will be a key driver to the overall
success of our organization. The cost and resources needed to replace a lost relationship
far outweigh those necessary to retain them. It is important that a part of the Commercial
Banking Group’s weekly responsibilities include activities designed to retain current clients.
While it is important that we always deliver on our commercial banking guarantee and
treat each commercial client with our utmost care and respect, in order to be effective in
retaining our current clients, it will be necessary to prioritize our retention efforts. This will
be accomplished by identifying those clients that provide our organization with the greatest
returns, and then developing additional opportunities to interact with them.
The following pages outline how we will execute our Client Relationship Management
Process within the Commercial Banking Group.
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Commercial Banking Client Relationship Management Process
Tier One Client
Definition
Top 25 percent of loan or deposit balance in portfolio.

Client Touch Plan
The Tier One Client Touch Plan should consist of a total of 12 touches per year and be made up
of a combination of the following.

Monthly
Tier One clients should receive one proactive touch monthly by their Relationship Manager
via phone, email or letter. Ideas for proactive touches include:
 Congratulatory message on milestone, award, new client, new opportunity, etc.
 An article regarding their industry or something they might find personally interesting
 A holiday message
 Follow up on new product or service
 Birthday card, anniversary card
 Send them the latest Talmer logo item

Quarterly
Tier One clients should receive a face-to-face touch once a quarter which will replace the
monthly touch above. Examples include:
 Bring breakfast pastries to their business
 Invitation to lunch
 Invitation to local event, i.e. chamber event, local fundraiser, etc.
 Invitation to entertaining event
 Review financial performance and projections

Annual Top Client Event
To be determined.

Annual Management Call
An annual management visit should be scheduled with the Group Manager or other Senior
Management member.

Annual Treasury Management Review
An annual treasury management visit should be coordinated with Treasury Management
Representative.

Annual Relationship Review
An annual relationship review should be scheduled for every Tier One client.
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Commercial Banking Client Relationship Management Process
Tier Two Client
Definition
From 26 to 75 percent of loan or deposit balance in portfolio.

Client Touch Plan
The Tier Two Client Touch Plan should consist of a total of four touches per year and be made up
of a combination of the following.

Quarterly
Tier Two clients should receive a proactive touch once a quarter by their Relationship
Manager via phone, email or letter. Ideas for proactive touches include:
 Congratulatory message on milestone, award, new client, new opportunity, etc.
 An article regarding their industry or something they might find personally interesting
 A holiday message
 Follow up on new product or service
 Birthday card, anniversary card
 Send them the latest Talmer logo item

Semi-Annually
Tier Two clients should receive a face-to-face touch twice a year, which will replace the
monthly touch above. Examples include:
 Bring breakfast pastries to their business
 Invitation to lunch
 Invitation to local event, i.e. chamber event, local fund raiser, etc.
 Invitation to entertaining event
 Review financial performance and projections

Annual Relationship Review
If needed.

Annual Treasury Management Review
If needed.
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Commercial Banking Client Relationship Management Process
Tier Three Client
Definition
Bottom 25 percent of loan or deposit balance in portfolio.

Client Touch Plan
The Tier Three Client Touch Plan should consist of a total of two touches per year and include
the following:

Semi-Annually
Tier Three clients should receive a proactive touch twice a year by their Relationship Manager
via phone, email or letter. Ideas for proactive touches include:
 Congratulatory message on milestone, award, new client, new opportunity, etc.
 An article regarding their industry or something they might find personally interesting
 A holiday message
 Follow up on new product or service
 Birthday card, anniversary card

Annual Drive-By
To inspect collateral and activity at location.
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Commercial
Banking

Sales
Process

Overview
The cornerstone of the Talmer Commercial Banking Insights Program is the disciplined sales
process. The process will begin on Fridays with the development of a Weekly Sales Plan. The
following pages outline each of the components of the Insights Sales Process.

Weekly Sales Plan
Responsible

Commercial Relationship Manager

When

Friday by 1:00 p.m. (sent to Commercial Group Manager)

Time Commitment

10 minutes

Purpose

The weekly sales plan will be the road map for every Commercial
Relationship Manager. It should include that week’s contact strategy,
as well as any other critical projects which must be completed.
The weekly sales plan should be forwarded to the Group Manager by
1:00 p.m. every Friday.

Weekly One-on-One
Responsible

Commercial Banking Group Manager

When

By Monday morning

Time Commitment

5 minutes

Purpose

Group Managers will review each Commercial Relationship
Manager’s weekly sales plan and provide feedback by Monday
morning prior to weekly sales meeting. Feedback can be provided in
person, via email or voicemail. Feedback should include approval of
the plan, any activities that need to be amended, or any additional
insight or resources that may assist in the execution of the plan.
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Commercial Banking Sales Process
Weekly Sales Meeting
Responsible

Commercial Banking Group Manager

When

Monday mornings before 9:00 a.m.

Time Commitment

20 minutes

Attendance

Commercial Relationship Managers, Treasury Management, Credit

Purpose

The purpose of the Weekly Sales Meeting is to simply review
expectations and deliverables for the week ahead.
An agenda should be sent by the Group Manager by 1:00 p.m. the
previous Friday. The Weekly Sales Meeting Agenda has significant
flexibility; however, the topics discussed should:
 Provide a focus on what actions when taken during the week
will increase overall success
 Provide information which will give team members a
competitive advantage
 Cover specific weekly plans and the additional resources that
may be available
 Motivate and celebrate
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Commercial Banking Sales Process
Monthly Recap Meeting
Responsible

Commercial Banking Group Manager
and Commercial Relationship Manager

When

Second week of every month

Time Commitment

30 to 60 minutes

Purpose

The monthly recap meeting is designed for each Group Manager to
sit down one on one with their Commercial Relationship Managers
in order to review that month’s results and future plans.
Commercial Relationship Managers should complete the Monthly
Recap Review Form and return to their Group Manager three days
prior to their Monthly Recap Meeting.
The following items should be discussed during each meeting:
 Review of goals and results to date
 If necessary clarify future goals, responsibilities, priorities
and expectations
 Recognize success
 Identify performance gaps and develop performance plan in
order to improve skills and results
 Provide recommendations or suggestions on additional
resources that may be beneficial

Bi-Weekly Group Credit Administration Meeting
Responsible

Group Manager and Credit Executive

When

Twice a month

Time Commitment

30 minutes

Attendance

Group Manager, Credit Executive, Commercial Relationship Managers

Purpose

Review credit requirements, credit administration goals, past-due
loans, loans maturing, overdrafts, and out of formula loans.
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Commercial Banking Sales Process

Sales Process Monthly Schedule
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Weekly One on One

Weekly Sales
Meeting

Monthly Recap
(May be held any
time during the
second week of
the month)

Bi-Weekly
Group Credit
Administration
Meeting
(May be held any
day, every other
week)

Weekly One on One

Weekly Sales
Meeting

SAT

SUN

Weekly Sales
Plan

Weekly Sales
Plan

Weekly Sales
Meeting

Weekly One on One

FRIDAY

Weekly Sales
Plan

Weekly Sales
Meeting

Weekly One on One

THURSDAY

Bi-Weekly
Group Credit
Administration
Meeting
(May be held any
day, every other
week)

Weekly Sales
Plan
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Commercial
Banking

Weekly
Sales Plan

Click on the button below to
move last week's activities

Weekly Sales Plan
Commercial Relationship Manager
Loan Group
Activity for the week of
Date

Client/Prospect/COI Name

Completed activities for the week of
Date

Client Name

Copy Activities from
Previous Week

Type of Call

Objective

Result

Joint Partner

Objective

Result

Joint Partner

#VALUE!
Type of Call
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Commercial
Banking

Weekly Sales
Meeting Agenda

Weekly Sales Meeting Agenda - Sample
The Weekly Sales Meeting Agenda has significant flexibility; however, the topics discussed should:
 Provide a focus on what actions, when taken during the week, will increase overall success.
 Provide information that will give team members a competitive advantage.
 Review specific Commercial Relationship Manager weekly plans and additional resources
that may increase effectiveness of plans.
 Motivate and celebrate.

Sample agenda topics can include:
 Review of each team member’s lead prospect and a discussion on how the team may be
able to help move the opportunity forward.
 Brainstorming session of how to get referrals from a specific COI.
 Review a specific calling opportunity during the upcoming week, and improvements that
can be made to improve the intended outcome.
 A review of the competitive landscape. Possibly focus on one institution that may be seeing
a great deal of success and discuss what their strategy is.
 A review of product or process change enhancements and how we might be able to use
them as a competitive advantage.
 Guest speakers from other departments.
 Market opportunities — legislative changes, new industry, competitive change (i.e.
competitor going through an acquisition, competitor exiting product or market).
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Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Monthly Recap
Name __________________________________________ Date _______________

Loans
Loans – Month

Year to Date

Monthly Goal

$ _____________________

Monthly Goal

$

_______________

Actual

$ _____________________

Actual

$

_______________

Percent Achieved ______________________ %

Percent Achieved

_______________%

New Loans Closed for the Month
Name

Amount

1. ______________________________________________

$ __________________________________

2. ______________________________________________

$ __________________________________

3. ______________________________________________

$ __________________________________

4. ______________________________________________

$ __________________________________

Anticipated Funding (Pay Downs) – Next 30 Days
Name

Amount

1. ______________________________________________

$ __________________________________

2. ______________________________________________

$ __________________________________

3. ______________________________________________

$ __________________________________

4. ______________________________________________

$ __________________________________

Anticipated Funding (Pay Downs) – Next 60 Days
Name

Amount

1. ______________________________________________

$ __________________________________

2. ______________________________________________

$ __________________________________

3. ______________________________________________

$ __________________________________

4. ______________________________________________

$ __________________________________
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Commercial Relationship Manager Monthly Recap
Deposits
New Deposit Accounts – Month

Year to Date

Accounts Opened

# ___________________________

# __________________________________

DDA Accounts

$ ___________________________

$ __________________________________

SAV Accounts

$ ___________________________

$ __________________________________

CDs

$ ___________________________

$ __________________________________

Category

Month

Year to Date

Loan

$ ___________________________

$ __________________________________

Treasury Management $ ___________________________

$ __________________________________

Letter of Credit

$ ___________________________

$ __________________________________

Other

$ ___________________________

$ __________________________________

Fees

Referrals
Department

Month

Year to Date

Retail

# ___________________________

# __________________________________

Residential Mortgage

# ___________________________

# __________________________________

Treasury Management # ___________________________

# __________________________________

Wealth Management

# ___________________________

# __________________________________

Private Banking

# ___________________________

# __________________________________

Business Banking

# ___________________________

# __________________________________
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Commercial Relationship Manager Monthly Recap
Portfolio Administration
Top Three Past Due Loans
Name

Amount

1. ______________________________________________

$ __________________________________

2. ______________________________________________

$ __________________________________

3. ______________________________________________

$ __________________________________

Action Plan ______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Past Due Financial Statement (Include Report)
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Out of Formulas
Name

Dollar Out of Formula

Action Plan

1. ______________________________

$___________________

_______________________________________

2. ______________________________

$___________________

_______________________________________

3. ______________________________

$___________________

_______________________________________

4. ______________________________

$___________________

_______________________________________

Documentation Discrepancies (Include Report)
Number over 90 days _______________
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Commercial Relationship Manager Monthly Recap
30-Day Plan
Opportunities
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Obstacles or Challenges
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Recommendations or Suggestions
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
Commercial Relationship Manager
Topics for Discussion
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
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Commercial
Banking

Pipeline
Report

29

Commercial
Banking

Funding
Report
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Commercial Banking Funding Report
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Commercial Banking Funding Report
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Commercial
Banking

Market

2014
Goals

Loan
Origination*

Loan
Growth

(millions)

(millions)

Deposits
(millions)

Fees
(thousands)

Referrals

Macomb

55

27

5

275

85

Oakland

75

35

6

500

100

100
50
50

60
30
30

5

500

60

Michigan SE
Real Estate

75

40

1

400

30

Livonia

25

15

2

100

30

Port Huron

15

8

2

100

25

Kenosha

30

15

2

250

60

Cleveland

125

100

5

500

80

50

25

5

150

50

200

160

5

300

50

25

15

2

500

30

775

500

40

3,575

600

Chicago Total
Real Estate
Commercial

Mahoning Valley
Commercial Finance
Agriculture
TOTAL

*Commercial Group Production will limit non-owner-occupied loans to 15 percent of total goal.
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Commercial
Banking

Credit
Expectations

We adhere to the following
credit expectations in choosing and
serving Talmer Commercial Loan clients.

Past Dues

≤ 1%

Financial Reporting

85% of requested information *

Covenant Non-Compliance

Written plan within 30 days

Out of Formula

Written plan within 15 days

Risk Rating Accuracy

0% tolerance for double downgrades

Collateral Exceptions

0 over 90 days *

* Some may be adjusted based on portfolio
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Commercial
Banking

Pipeline
Process

Four-Stage Process
The Talmer Insights Sales Management Process, which consists of identifying prospects and
turning them into long-term relationships, will consist of a four-stage process. This four-stage
process is the basis for the creation of the Commercial Relationship Manager’s working pipeline.
Below is an overview of the four stages.

Stage One

Stage Two

New Opportunity

Confirmed Opportunity

The first stage is where the
relationship building process begins
with a high potential prospect.

Once the high potential prospect shows
interest in the solution and is willing to
pursue the matter further,
they move into Stage Two
Opportunity Memo
of the process. Due to the
The opportunity memo
time commitment and
should include the
resources necessary to
following:
move to Stage Three and
• Brief overview of
the underwriting of the
the transaction
loan, it is critical that we
• Debt service –
gain commitment from
collateral analysis
both the bank and the
• Financial spreads
prospect to move forward.
• Rough term sheet
This commitment will be
• Covenant package
outlined in an Opportunity
Memo that will be
presented to the prospect and agreed upon.

A new opportunity is considered
a high potential prospect once
a discussion has taken place, a
possible need has been identified
and a potential solution has been
presented, however the prospect
has not committed to exploring the
solution any further.

Stage Three

Stage Four

Loan Commitment Presented

Loan Commitment Accepted

At this stage, the loan is underwritten
and presented to the prospect, but
has not yet been accepted.

The loan commitment has been accepted by
the prospect, and is scheduled for closing.
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Commercial
Banking

Performance
Management

A key component to our Commercial Banking Insights Program will be the
effective use of a Performance Management Plan.
Performance management
is an ongoing continuous
process of communicating
expectations and offering
feedback. It involves clarifying
job responsibilities, defining
performance standards
which include priorities and
performance expectations and
then documenting, evaluating
and discussing performance
with each employee.

Determine and
communicate
priorities and
goals
Define and
communicate
performance
standards

Proactively monitor
results and provide
additional coaching

Actively participate
by inspecting
performance and
coaching on behaviors

Develop
performance
plan
Conduct

It is a philosophy that values
monthly
recap meeting
and encourages employee
development through a
process which provides for two-way communication, frequent feedback and
coaching and ultimately fosters teamwork. It emphasizes communication
and focuses on adding value to the organization by promoting improved job
performance and encouraging skill development. This process ensures that
goals are consistently being met in an effective and efficient manner.

Performance
Management
Objectives

 Increase two-way communication between managers and employees
 Motivate employees by clarifying goals, responsibilities, priorities and
expectations
 Recognize and reward quality performance
 Identify performance gaps
 Develop performance plans in order to improve skills and eliminate
performance gaps
 Provide a basis for administrative decisions such as promotions,
succession and strategic planning, and pay for performance.
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Commercial Banking Performance Management
Quarterly
Review
Process

The 2014 Performance Management Plan will provide a consistent
framework that will allow our management team to improve their HR
management skills but more importantly increase both team and individual
performance. This will be accomplished by continually communicating
expectations and providing real time coaching and candid feedback on
current performance and identifying improvements to skills and behaviors.
In addition to the daily and weekly coaching and feedback, we will begin
a formal quarterly review process beginning with the 2013 results. This
process should include your HR business partner and incorporate the new
guidelines outlined below.
By using our new guidelines, every relationship banker within our
organization will be evaluated on the same scale which will result in laying
the groundwork for creating internal equity. This internal equity will provide
a clearer direction when determining incentive payouts, promotions and
advancements. Any differences in market conditions should partially be
reflected in goals and while there will always be a need for some level of
subjectivity and personal judgment, having a consistent scale and a
standard set of behaviors will begin to create a level playing field
throughout our organization.

Production
Results

Teamwork,
Leadership,
Insights
Program

Ranking Definitions:
1 0–50 percent of goal reached
2 51–70 percent of goal reached
3 71–100 percent of goal reached
4 101–120 percent of goal reached
5 121+ percent of goal reached
Ranking Definitions:
In addition to production goals, it is important that we provide feedback and
rankings on each team member’s performance on embracing the Talmer
Commercial Banking culture and the Insights Program. A five-point ranking
will be used, and shown below are the attributes that should be evaluated
when determining the appropriate ranking.
 Embraces and lives the corporate values and inspires other team
members through their actions
 Values teamwork and the success of the overall team
 Achieves goals by working within the team dynamics, not at the
expense of it
 Openly shares their influence and provides assistance for the benefit
of the team
 Proactively builds relationships both inside and outside of the
organization
 Willing to go the extra mile to build relationships in all directions
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Commercial Banking Performance Management
Five-Point Rating Scale

5

Outstanding. Exceptional performance characterized by extraordinarily consistent work of
the highest quality in scope, accuracy, and thoroughness, requiring minimum supervision.
Achieves goals well above the expected standards, and demonstrates leadership within
the group.

4

Exceeds Expectations. Consistently high performance characterized by achievement of goals
above established standards. Work is high quality, employee requires little supervision, and
performance is above what is expected by an employee in this position.

3

Meets Expectations. Performance is characterized by meeting planned objectives with
expected quality. Thoroughness and efficiency is what is expected of a qualified,
experienced employee in this position.

2
1

Needs Improvement. Performance typically does not meet quality expectations or target
metrics or planned objectives. Frequent inconsistencies in application of relevant job
knowledge, skills and abilities. Improvement plan must be implemented to achieve expected
performance level.
Unacceptable. Performance is not acceptable and should be monitored on a weekly basis.
Corrective Action Plan must be implemented to achieve expected performance level.

Quarterly Review Employee Rating Matrix

Behavior Scores
Teamwork–Leadership

5

4

High behavior

High behavior

Low results

High results

Coaching opportunity

Role model

Low behavior

Low behavior

Low results

High results

Performance plan

Coaching opportunity

3

2

1
1

2

3

4

5

Production Results Score
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Commercial
Banking

Organizational
Structure

Commercial Banking

Tom Shafer
Vice Chairman

Hugh McLean
Chief Lending Officer

Jamie Lynch
Regional President
Ohio

Lee Palm
President
Commercial Finance

Matt Nelson
Group Manager
Commercial

Dave Fitch
Group Manager
Commercial

Dennis Gistinger
Business Development
Officer

John Jagels
Group Manager
Commercial

John Smith
Group Manager
Agriculture

David Neilson
Group Manager
Commercial

Alex Doehr
Director of Treasury
Management

Robert Moore
Group Manager
Commercial

Wesley Ricchio
Group Manager
Commercial

Darlene Nowak-Baker
Commercial
Real Estate
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Commercial Banking Organizational Structure

Michigan
Commercial Banking

Hugh McLean
Chief Lending
Officer

Dennis Gistinger
Business
Development
Officer

Darlene
Nowak-Baker
Commercial
Real Estate

Matt Nelson
Group Manager
Commercial

Dave Fitch
Group
Manager
Commercial

John Jagels
Group Manager
Commercial

Joe Bonnell
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Chad Deaner
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Ike Kuczer
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Claire Devlin
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Kent Takacs
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

John Bourget
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Bill Stachnik
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Matthew Richter
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Tom Erd
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Tim Bishop
Commercial
Relationship
Manager
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Commercial Banking Organizational Structure

Southeast Michigan
Real Estate

Hugh McLean
Michigan
Regional President

Darlene Nowak-Baker
Group Manager

National Retail
Net Lease

Ron Konstantinovsky
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Pam Foster
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Dave Nelson
Craig Rogers
Group Manager
Commercial Group
Commercial
Manager
Banking

Vince Borowski
Commercial
Real Estate
Relationship Manager

Marcus Horton
Commercial
Relationship
Manager
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Commercial Banking Organizational Structure

Illinois and Wisconsin
Commercial Banking

Hugh McLean
Chief Lending Officer

Robert Moore
Group Manager
Commercial
Banking

Wesley Ricchio
Group Manager
Commercial
Banking

Christopher Hainey
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Mike Jackson
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Mark Smaizys
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Robert Pieroni
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Dave Nelson
Group Manager
Commercial
Banking

Jim Wagner
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Kim Schuller
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Gary Hutchins
Commercial
Relationship
Manager
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Commercial Banking Organizational Structure

Wisconsin
Agricultural Banking

John Smith,
Managing Director
Group Manager, Agricultural

Tim Kempel
Ag Relationship Manager

Rachael Crane
Ag Relationship Manager

Jeffrey Russell
Ag Relationship Manager

Shawn Cox
Ag Relationship Manager

Kate Lonze
Crop Insurance
Representative
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Commercial Banking Organizational Structure

Ohio
Commercial Banking

Jamie Lynch
Regional President
– Ohio

Bob Kempe
Group Manager
Commercial
Banking

OPEN
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Steve Snyder
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Steve Vargo
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Kurt Brugler
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Matt Tuohey
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Judy Ulrich
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Michael Babb
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Dawn Enovitch
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

George Moy
Commercial
Relationship
Manager

Bob Dracon
Commercial
Relationship
Manager
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Commercial Banking Organizational Structure

Treasury Management

Alex Doehr
Director
Treasury
Management

Renee Allen
Treasury Management
Product Manager

Whitney Swanson
Treasury Management
Sales Consultant
NE Michigan

Michael Alexander
Treasury Management
Sales Consultant
SE Ohio

Jamie Vos
Treasury Management
Sales Consultant
Wisconsin–Illinois

Brad Kolky
Treasury Management
Sales Consultant
SE Michigan

Terry Lambert
Treasury Management
Sales Consultant
Cleveland

Julie Macaluso
Treasury Management
Sales Specialist
Wisconsin–Illinois

Jannie Marshall
TreasuryMatt
Management
Nelson
Sales
Specialist
Group
Manager
Michigan
Commercial

Judee Patterson
John Bourget
Treasury
Management
Commercial
Sales Specialist
Relationship
Ohio
Manager
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Commercial Banking Organizational Structure

Commercial Finance and
Commercial Finance Credit

Lissa Chartier
Chief Credit Officer

Lee Palm
President
Commercial Finance

Phillip Singleton
Credit Executive

Brian Shapiro
Managing Director

Cary Downer
Senior Credit
Underwriter

Linda Larimore
Senior Account
Executive
Kentucky

Frank Costanza
Credit Underwriter

Jim Lewis
Senior Account
Executive
Cincinnati

OPEN
Credit Underwriter

Connie Schmidt
Senior Account
Executive
Michigan

OPEN
Transaction Coordinator
Commercial
Administration

OPEN
Senior Account
Executive

Craig Valchine
Buy Desk Syndication
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